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It is a truth universally acknowledged that a (non-epistemic) modal claim, in possession of good alethic 
standing, must be in want of an essentialist foundation. Or so says the reductive essence first (the REF) 
conception, according to which all (alethic, non-epistemic) modality is to be reductively analysed in terms of 
essence. Here, I contest this bit of current wisdom. In particular, after laying out the basic idea behind the 
REF, I offer four puzzles that, together, call into question the possibility of reducing modality to essence. I 
then conclude by briefly examining what other prospects there are for understanding the relationship 
between essence and modality. 

 
The concept of metaphysical modality has played an important role in the history and development 
of philosophy; and in no branch of the discipline is its importance more manifest than in 
metaphysics. For one, this is because modality may be used to characterize what the subject, or at 
least part of it, is about.1 For one of the central concerns of metaphysics is with how things might 
have been (and, related, how they must be), and addressing these questions requires appealing to 
the notion of modality. In addition, metaphysicians have employed modality to formulate 
numerous metaphysical claims and to help define a plethora of metaphysical concepts. 

Similarly for the notion of essence. One of the central questions in metaphysics is what 
things are, in a metaphysically significant sense of the phrase. And it is in answer to this question 
that appeal is naturally made to essence; for example, specifying what Socrates is in this 
metaphysical sense involves explicating his essence, or, at minimum, those properties that are 
essential to him. Further, essence has proven useful in formulating metaphysical claims, and in 
defining various other metaphysical concepts. 

Given the importance of these twin concepts, it is not surprising that philosophers have 
attempted to get clearer on what they are, and, more importantly, how the two are related. Two 
main lines of thought have been pursued. 

According to the standard modalist account, which was once ‘so wide-spread that it would 
be pointless to give references’ (Correia 2005: 26),2 the connection between essence and modality 
is that the former can be reductively analysed in terms of the latter. Thus standard modalists assert 
the following: 

 
M x is essentially F iffdf necessarily, if x exists, then x is F 

 
Recently discussions have not been kind to standard modalism. This is primarily due to a series of 
examples from Fine that undercut the account’s sufficiency.3 The most famous of these features 
Socrates and {Socrates}: necessarily, if Socrates exists, then he is a member of {Socrates}. So, by 
M, Socrates is essentially a member of the singleton. But, 

 
…intuitively, this is not so. It is no part of the essence of Socrates to belong to the singleton. … There is 
nothing in the nature of a person … which demands that he belong to this or that set or which even demands 
that there be any sets. (Fine 1994a: 5) 

 
Similarly, given the necessity of distinctness, M entails that Socrates is essentially distinct from the 
Eiffel Tower, though there is ‘nothing in his nature that connects him in any special way to it’ 
(ibid). Finally, given M, it is essential to Socrates that every object has the essential properties that 

                                                           
1 Unless otherwise specified, the notion of modality invoked throughout the paper is metaphysical, rather than e.g. 

conceptual, logical, nomic, or normative. See Fine (2002), Hale (1996, 1999, 2002, 2012, 2013), and Kment 

(2014) for more on the varieties of modality. 
2 That said, see e.g. Kripke (1980, fn57) and Plantinga (1974: 59). 
3 Dunn (1990) raises similar objections. More recently, Torza (2015) has offered a proof that no sentential operator 

definable in standard quantified modal logic is fine-grained enough to capture Fine’s intuitions. 
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it does – a result that leads Fine to quip, ‘O happy metaphysician! For in discovering the nature of 
one thing, he thereby discovers the nature of all things’ (6). 
 In light of these, there has been a widespread shift towards the reductive-essence-first view (the 
REF, for short).4 According to the REF, modalism gets the story precisely backwards: modality is 
to be analysed in terms of essence, rather than the other way around. 
 The REF has seduced many contemporary metaphysicians. And, to be honest, it is an 
attractive position: modality is a notoriously elusive beast, and reductively characterizing it in terms 
of some sensible foundation would go a long way towards clarifying it. Essence looks like a natural 
place to start. 

That said, the aim of the present paper is argue that the REF is not as successful as it might 
first appear. This is because there are several puzzling cases that call into question the REF’s ability 
to provide a fully reductive account of modality. More specifically, after first detailing the inner-
workings of the REF (§1), the following details four puzzles for the REF: puzzles concerning the 
essence-to-necessity principle (§2), the possibility of ‘modally loaded’ essences (§3), the 
incompatibility of the REF and an ‘isolationist’ view about intrinsic possibilities (§4), and the 
‘Columbo’ puzzle of there being just one more thing (§5). Together, these should make us wary of 
the possibility of reductively analysing modality in terms of essence, if not lead to an outright 
rejection of the REF. 
  
§1. Characterizing the REF 

 
The basic idea behind the REF is that a ‘metaphysical necessity has its source in the [essences] … 
of the objects with which it implicitly deals’ (Fine 2005a: 7); from this starting point, we can, 
according to REF-advocates, provide a complete reduction of modality to essence.5  

To start with, many necessities can be understood in terms of the individual essences of 
particular entities. For example, ‘Socrates is human’ is necessary because Socrates’ essence includes 
his being human. Similarly, Socrates is necessarily a member of {Socrates} because it lies in the 
essence of the set that Socrates is a member, though it does not lie in the essence of Socrates to 
be a member of the set. 

However, not all necessities are analysable in terms of individual essences. For example, 
Socrates’ essence says nothing about the Eiffel Tower, not even that he is distinct from it (similarly 
for the essence of the Tower not including anything about Socrates). So, there does not seem to 
be an individual essence that suitably explains their necessary distinctness. For these, we need 
collective essences – the essence of several entities taken together. The collective essence of some 
plurality Δ includes everything that is essential to each of the plurality’s members, as well as 
additional things that emerge when we consider them jointly. Thus it is part of the collective 
essence of Socrates and the Tower that Socrates is human, the Tower is a tower, and that the two 
are distinct, despite the fact that neither of their individual essences secures the latter (Correia 
2012: 642).6 Collective essences can then take care of the necessities not analysable in terms of 
individual essences alone. 

                                                           
4 See e.g. Fine (1994a, 1994b, 1995a, 1995b), Correia (2006, 2012), Lowe (2008, 2012), Kment (2014), and 

Shalkowski (2008). 
5 Essence can here be understood as primitive (Fine 1994a, 1994b, 1995a, 1995b), or in non-modal terms (e.g. via 

generalized identity, as in Correia and Skiles (ms)). What is important is that there is no proper characterization 

of essence in terms of modality. 
6 Hence the notion of collective essence in play here is governed by: 

 

Collectivity  If x is a member of the plurality yy, then it is essential to x that P only if it is essential 

to yy that P 
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 More formally, let ‘■xx(P)’ be read as ‘it is true in virtue of the essence of the xxs that P’, 
where ‘xx’ denotes a non-empty plurality of entities and ‘P’ is a sentence. Taking individuals as the 
limiting case of a plurality, we can express the REF’s account of necessity as: 
 

NEC  □P iff xx ■xx (P)7  
 

In a slogan, all (metaphysical) necessities are analysable in terms of the essences of some things. 
 Then, letting U be the universal plurality – the plurality that includes every possible entity 
(Fine 1995a: 244) – we can use the inter-definability of necessity and possibility to offer a reductive 
account of possibility: 

 

POSS  P iff ¬■U¬(P) 
 

In slogan form: something is (metaphysically) possible whenever the Essential Chorus, the 
collective essence of all possible things, does not rule it out. 

In this way, it seems we can ‘explicate the notions of metaphysical necessity and possibility 
in terms of essence, rather than vice versa’ (Lowe 2012: 934): every necessity is analysable in terms 
of some collective essence, and every possibility is analysable in terms of what is not ruled out by 
the Essential Chorus. 
 Before moving on, some clarifications are in order. First, we should note that the existential 
quantification in NEC is ‘light-weight’, in that something can satisfy it without existing. Otherwise, 
there are straightforward counter-examples to NEC: possibly, the plurality consisting of Socrates 
and the Eiffel Tower does not exist (e.g. because neither Socrates nor the Tower exists). However, 
it is still the case that necessarily, Socrates and the Tower are distinct. The solution is to say that 
the plurality satisfies NEC’s right-hand side, even though, strictly speaking, it does not exist.8 
 Second, the REF is sometimes characterized not in terms of reductively analysing modality, 
but instead of grounding modality in essence. In other words, some REF advocates opt for  
 
 NEC-G ■xx (P) fully grounds □P  
 

 POSS-G ¬■U¬(P) fully grounds P 
 

                                                           
When he first presented the concept of collective essence, Fine (1994b, 1995a) distinguished between reducible 

and irreducible collectively essential truths; Collectivity flattens this distinction. Since this ir/reducible distinction 

does not matter for present purposes, we can set it aside and operate with the simpler conception. 
7 This is not the exact notation employed by every version of the REF: Fine (2015) regiments essence statements 

with a variable-binding essentialist arrow, while Correia (2006, 2013) allows the essentialist operator to be 

indexed to items of other syntactic categories, such as predicates and sentences. Given that we are here 

concentrating on objectual essence, we can set these nuances aside. Finally, while this presentation roughly aligns 

with Fine (2005: 247), it slightly differs from Fine (1994a, 1994b), as the latter identifies the metaphysically 

necessary truths as those propositions ‘true in virtue of the nature of all objects whatever’ – i.e.:  

 

NEC-UNI □P iffdf ■UP 

However, this is equivalent to NEC: if it is essential to U that P, then, by existential generalization, there are some 

plurality xx such that it is essential to xx that P. Moreover, suppose that for some plurality aa, it is essential to aa 

that P. Given that every plurality belongs to U, it follows that aa belongs to U, and hence by Collectivity that it is 

essential to U that P. For simplicity, I will here employ NEC. 
8 This might go some way towards addressing the worries raised by Teitel (forthcoming), though it certainly does 

not constitute a complete response. 
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However, this distinction between analysis and grounding is irrelevant for our purpose. This is 
because NEC-G entails NEC, and POSS-G entails POSS.9 Consequently, if we can show that 
there are counter-examples to NEC or POSS, we will have undermined both the grounding and 
the analysis versions of the REF. 

Finally, it is important to clarify a methodological commitment associated with the REF 
that concerns its disagreement with modalism.  

One – perhaps even the most – natural understanding of Fine’s case against modalism 
takes him to be attacking the view’s extensional adequacy. So understood, Fine’s objection is that it is 
simply false that Socrates is essentially a member of {Socrates}, and, insofar as modalism entails 
that he is, it should be rejected for delivering the wrong results.  

However, Fine himself says he is up to something different. He claims to be making a 
broader, methodological point: 

 
Nor is it critical … that the reader actually endorse the particular modal and essentialist claims to which I 
have made appeal. All that is necessary is that he should recognize the intelligibility of a position which makes 
such claims. For any reasonable account of essence should not be biased towards one metaphysical view 
rather than the other. It should not settle, as a matter of definition, any issue which we are inclined to regard 
as a matter of substance.  (Fine 1994a: 5)10 

 
In other words, the problem with modalism is not that it entails the wrong results. Rather, the 
problem is that standard modalism is not ecumenical enough, since it rules out some ‘intelligible’ 
conceptions of essence.11 
 We can highlight the contrast between the extensionality and ecuminicality problems by 
considering potential modalist responses. Modalists might reply by arguing that Fine’s underlying 
essentialist intuitions are wrong, and Fine’s various cases are not genuine counter-examples.12 This 
is perfectly sensible if the problem is one of delivering the (purportedly) wrong results. But it is 
fundamentally wrong-headed if the problem is one of being non-ecumenical. If that is the issue, 
then arguing that e.g. Socrates is essentially distinct from the Eiffel Tower is irrelevant. That’s 
because the specific results don’t matter. All that matters is that modalism fails to ‘be compatible 
with any general account of essence’ (Correia 2007: 66) – i.e., modalism is objectionable simply 
because it does not fit with every ‘intelligible’ position. 

I must confess to finding the ecumenical objection strange. Why think being incompatible 
with some intelligible conceptions of essence is a bad thing? After all, any extension, however trivial 
it might seem, will preclude at least one ‘intelligible’ option. In fact, saying anything at all will be 
problematic, since, whatever we say, some view will be precluded, some ‘matter of substance’ 
settled. 

And the problem gets worse if we consider extending the same objection to other 
metaphysical debates. Lewis’s modal realism, linguistic ersatzism, modal fictionalism, modal 
primitivism, and even the REF’s own analysis of modality in terms of essence all settle various 
‘matters of substance’ about modality, so should, by the lights of this objection, be rejected for 
being too sectarian. Similarly for any set theory, any account of causation, any meta-ethical account 
of the good – all have to go, for stepping on someone’s toes. 

Generally, if we accept the ecumenical objection here, we cannot offer any story about any 
purportedly fundamental notion at all. Every account settles some substantial points – otherwise, it 
just ain’t an account. So, if we’re duty bound to reject every analysis that ‘settles any substantial 

                                                           
9 Assume NEC-G is true. By the factivity of grounding, NEC is true. Meanwhile, assume NEC is false. Then one 

of the two sides of the bi-conditional is false. Consequently, the corresponding grounding claim must also be false. 

Similarly for POSS-G and POSS. 
10 Fine says similar things concerning his objections to modal accounts of ontological dependence (1995b: 274). 
11 Dardis (2008) raises a similar objection concerning theories of properties. 
12 See e.g. Cowling (2013) and Wildman (2013) for discussion of this response-strategy. 
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issue’, we’re not going to get very far. In this way, the ecumenical objection is, you might say, 
methodological correctness gone mad. 

Despite these worries, for the sake of this paper, I am happy to grant that the main problem 
with modalism is that it is insufficiently ecumenical. And, by parity of reasoning, I take it we can 
apply the same objection applies to the REF. That is, if it can be shown that there are some 
‘intelligible positions’ with which it does not comport, we should reject the REF as too sectarian. 

The following offer various cases where it looks like these failure conditions are satisfied. 
Consequently, they put significant pressure on the idea that we can successfully reduce modality 
to essence. Many (if not all) of the following puzzles against the REF turn upon some rather 
‘exotic’ claims. But, 

 
it is important to bear in mind, in regard to these somewhat exotic examples, that their force does not rest 
upon accepting the views upon which they depend.  Rather, the legitimacy of an account should not be made 
to rest upon the adoption of one view as opposed to any other, no matter how reasonable it might be.  
(paraphrase of Fine 1995b: 274) 

 
§2. Puzzles for the Essence-to-Necessity Principle 
 
Given their commitment to NEC, REF advocates are also committed to the Essence-to-Necessity 
Principle: 
 

 ENP  xx ■xx (P) → □P 
 
The first puzzle is that there seem to be several instances where ENP fails – i.e., cases where some 
P is true in virtue of the essence of some xx’s, but P is not (metaphysically) necessary. 

The first case concerns impossible objects. There are intelligible views that claim there are 
(in some minimal sense of ‘are’) impossible objects, which essentially possess some features – 
features that make them the very things that they are. For example, plausibly, it is essential to the 
round-square that it is both round and square. Yet, as this is an impossibility, it is certainly not the 
case that necessarily, the round-square is both round and square. So there is a proposition, that the 
round-square is round and square, that is true in virtue of the essence of some plurality – namely, 
the minimal plurality consisting of the round-square itself – but which is not necessary. 
Consequently, ENP’s antecedent is true, but the consequent false. 

A quick reply to this case is to say that, because impossible objects are impossible, they 
never satisfy ENP’s antecedent. However, this does not comport with the idea that the 
quantification here, as in NEC, is ‘light-weight’, and does not require the existence of the entity 
(or entities, if a non-minimal plurality). 

For the second case, suppose I flip a coin c, which in fact lands tails up. Call the event of 
c’s landing tails Tails, and the complement event (which did not actually occur) where c lands 
heads Heads.13 According to a fine-grained conception of events, it is of the essence of Tails that 
c lands tails (at this time, in this location) – that is, this is part of what makes the event Tails the 
very event that it is. Similarly, it is of the essence of Heads that c lands heads (at this time, in this 
location); again, that this is the case is partially constitutive of the very identity of Heads. 

Intuitively, both Heads and Tails are possible. That is, there is at least one world where c 
lands heads, rather than tails. But, if this is the case, then c does not necessarily land tails. Further, 
as there is at least one world (the actual world, in this case) where c lands tails, rather than heads, 
neither does c necessarily land heads. 

The problem is that both falsify ENP. If it is true in virtue of the essence of Tails that c 
lands tails, then, by ENP, it must be necessary that c lands tails. But it isn’t necessary: possibly, c 
lands heads. And similarly, if it is true in virtue of the essence of Heads that c lands heads, then, 

                                                           
13 Livingstone-Banks (ms) employs a similar example, though in a slightly different context. 
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by ENP, it must be necessary that c lands heads. But this isn’t necessary either: possibly (actually, 
even!), c lands tails. So, whenever we consider an actual but merely contingently obtaining event 
or its merely possibly obtaining complement, there will be propositions that are essential, but, due 
to the contingent nature of the events, not necessary. So, again, ENP is seems to be false. 
 A third case runs is structurally similar to the previous, but involves tropes instead of 
events. Take some contingently existing trope, e.g. this ball’s redness-all-over trope r, and a distinct, 
mutually exclusive but possibly existing trope, e.g. this ball’s greenness-all-over trope g. It is true 
in virtue of the essence of the former that the ball is red all over, and hence, by ENP, necessary 
that the ball is red all over. Meanwhile, it is true in virtue of the essence of the latter that the ball 
is green all over, and hence, by ENP, necessary that the ball is green all over. However, the ball 
could have been entirely red and it could have been entirely green – i.e., both necessity claims are 
false. 

A first pass response would be to build the principle into the essence of essence – i.e., 
claim that ENP is part of the essence of Essence itself. However, this undermines the reductive 
project, since its leaves a modal notion – the necessity in ENP’s consequent – unanalysed. The 
same goes for including the principle in the essence of Necessity: again, this leaves a lurking 
unanalysed necessity. 
 Another option invokes a series of distinctions from Fine (2005b). According to Fine, we 
can distinguish between worldly predicates, the application of which depend upon how things turn 
out, and unworldly predicates, which do not depend upon how things ‘turn out’. This allows us to 
distinguish between worldly, unworldly, and mixed sentences: the first involves only worldly 
predicates, the second unworldly, and the third some combination of the two. With this in place, 
we can distinguish between three senses of modality: unextended modality applies only to worldly, 
extended modality to unworldly and worldly, and superextended modality to worldly, unworldly, 
and mixed sentences. For example, Fine takes ‘exists’ to be a worldly and ‘man’ an unworldly 
predicate, meaning ‘Necessarily, Socrates exists or does not exist’ is an unextended necessity, 
‘Necessarily, Socrates is a man’ is an extended necessity, and, finally, ‘Possibly, Socrates is a man 
and does not exist’ is a superextended possibility.14 
 Employing this machinery, the REF-er can claim that the above cases involve necessities 
that are false when understood unextendedly, but true extendedly, and what ENP captures is the 
link between essence and extended necessity. That is, while it is false that unextendedly, c 
necessarily lands tails, it is true that extendedly, c necessarily does so. 
 This will not do either. For one, it is not clear that the worldly/non-worldly predicate 
distinction is capable of supporting Fine’s other distinctions, as some predicates seem to be both 
worldly and unworldly. For example, there are views about the Trinity according to which the truth 
of ‘God is human’ will vary from world to world, depending upon how things ‘turn out’ in each 
world. Does this mean ‘is human’ is a worldly or unworldly predicate? Without some clarity here, 
it is hard to make sense of the un/extended necessity distinction. For another, even if we accept 
the un/extended necessity distinction, the above commits us to contradictions at the level of 
extended necessities: it will be extendedly necessary that c lands tails and extendedly necessary that 
c does not land tails (rather, heads). Consequently, everything will be extendedly necessary. 

A more plausible response is to shift from ENP to: 
 

ENP-EC xx ■xx (P) → □ (if the xx’s exist, then P) 
 

By making the essential propositions conditional on the xx’s existence, we seem to block the above 
counter-examples. For example, it will be both true in virtue of Tails’ essence and necessary that, 
if Tails existed, then c lands tails – the latter because ‘if Tails exists, then c lands tails’ is still true 

                                                           
14 Fine invokes this machinery to solve a puzzle about necessities involving contingent existents. For further 

discussion of this puzzle, see Wildman (ms). 
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in worlds where Tails does not obtain. Similarly, even if trope g fails to exist (e.g. because the ball 
is entirely red), it is still true that, if g existed, then the ball is green all over. Finally, ‘if the round-
square exists, then it is round and square’ will be true, since, in every world where this impossible 
entity exists, it will be round and square! 

However, this response fails when we consider further cases. For example, Wiggins (1980) 
claims that individual objects are essentially instances of specific substance sortals. However, he 
allows that, provided the new sortal is a restriction of the same ultimate sortal as the original, 
individuals can be instances of different substance sortals.15 So, assuming that zebras and horses 
are both restrictions of the same ultimate sortal, the genus Equus, according to Wiggins, while 
Shergar is essentially a horse, he might have not have been a horse, but instead a zebra. 
Consequently, it is false that, necessarily, if Shergar exists, then he is a horse.16 

This indicates that even shifting to ENP-EC will not help. More generally then, there 
seems to be no reason to accept that there is a connection between some proposition’s being 
essential to some plurality of entities and this proposition’s being necessary. And given that this is 
a cornerstone of the view, this is a big problem for the REF. The first puzzle, then, is how to 
secure the truth of (something like) ENP in light of the above apparent counter-examples.17 
 
§3. The Puzzle of Modally Loaded Essences 
 
The second puzzle is that there are ‘loaded’ essences – essences that feature either necessities or 
possibilities – that raise a problem for the REF’s reductive aspirations.  

First, it is extremely plausible that some essences include potentialities. For example, it is 
part of the essence of salt that instances of it have the potential to dissolve in water. Similarly, it is 
plausibly part of the essence of alcohol that it has the potential to intoxicate certain life-forms, and 
part of the essence of negative charge that it disposes its bearers to attract positively charged 
particles. Such potentialities are fundamentally modal in nature – as Vetter puts it, ‘x has the 
potential to F’ is best understood as ‘x can F’ (2015: 35).18 If this is correct, then potentiality-loaded 
essences just are possibility-loaded essences. In other words, it is part of the essence of salt that 
salt instances possibly dissolve in water.19  

This raises a problem for the REF. For suppose that part of what it is to be salt is that salt 
possibly dissolves in water. If so, that salt possibly dissolves partially explains what salt is – i.e., 
salt’s essence is the way it is in part because of this possibility. But this means we cannot use salt’s 
essence to explain why salt possibly dissolves in water. To do so would invoke a vicious 
explanatory circle where salt’s essence is as it is partially because of the relevant modality, and the 
relevant modality obtains (at least in part) because of salt’s essence. A similar problem emerges if 
we try to appeal to the collective essence of a plurality including salt (e.g. the collective essence of 

                                                           
15 See Mackie (2006) for an excellent discussion of Wiggins’ view. Interestingly, in later iterations of this 

discussion, Wiggins (2001) drops all talk of ultimate sortals. However, this earlier version of Wiggins – which, 

arguably, presents an ‘intelligible’ view of essence – serves present purposes. 
16 Fine (personal communication) has suggested another case: arguably, it is part of the essence of the naïve notion 

of truth that, if the standard liar sentence is true, then it is false. As this conception of truth actually exists, given 

ENP-EC, it follows that, necessarily, if the liar is true, then it is false. But it is impossible that the liar sentence is 

false if true – that’s part and parcel of the liar paradox. 
17 Another potential worry about the move to ENC-EC emerges when we consider how essence interacts with 

ontological dependence. Assuming Fine’s (1995b) view, ENC-EC entails that everything ontologically depends 

upon itself – a problematic result, since dependence is standardly taken to be non-reflexive. 
18 Vetter goes on to develop a view of modality grounded in potentialities. However, one can accept her point 

about the natural connection between potentiality and possibility without following her all the way. 
19 Note that claiming what is essential here is simply dissolving, rather than potentially dissolving, is implausible, 

since some salt might exist without ever dissolving (e.g. because it never comes in contact with any water, or 

because, when we drop it in some water, a wizard casts a non-dissolving spell on it).  
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salt and water): the collective essence will be the way that it is in part because of the relevant modal 
fact, which the collective essence cannot then explain.  

Finally, we might try to avoid this problem by appealing to the Essential Chorus, and claim 
that salt essentially possibly dissolves in water because the collective essences of all things does not 
rule out that salt essentially possibly does so. However, this makes every essence a partial 
constituent of salt’s essence; an unpalatable result, since it means that, in discovering the nature of 
one thing – salt – we thereby discover the nature of all things. 

Relatedly, it is plausible that there are ontologically independent entities whose essences 
include some necessities. For example, certain conceptions of the Judeo-Christian God claim that 
God is ontologically independent and that it is part of God’s essence that God is necessarily 
omniscient, necessarily omnibenevolent, necessarily possessing all the perfections, and a necessary 
existent. Similarly, one might conceive of the Devil as an ontologically independent entity whose 
essence includes his being necessarily omni-maleficent, necessarily imperfect, and necessarily 
existing. These ‘strong’ conceptions of God and the Devil are distinct from ‘weaker’ ones, whose 
essences include the correlated non-modalized propositions (e.g. a ‘little-g’ god whose essence 
includes her omniscience, existence, etc.), or who are not ontologically independent. 

So suppose that God, who is an ontologically independent entity has an essence that is 
necessity-loaded – that is, God does not ontologically depend upon anything and part of what it 
is to be God is that God is necessarily H. Here again, because the relevant necessity partially 
explains God’s essence, we are precluded from reductively analysing this modality in terms of the 
collective essence of any plurality that includes God. Further, because God does not ontologically 
depend upon anything, we cannot smuggle into God’s essence some further entity i which makes 
it the case that God is necessarily H, as, assuming an essentialist account of ontological dependence 
– which many REF advocates are happy to do – this makes God ontologically dependent upon i.20 

This, then, is the second puzzle: there is no obvious way to reductively analyse the 
modalities that appear inside certain modally-loaded essences. Such modalities partially constitute 
the relevant essences, meaning they are ‘ground floor’ modalities that cannot be cashed out in 
essentialist terms. 
 
§4. The Isolation Puzzle 
 
Consider Socrates. Famously, he was snub-nosed, though he might have been hook-nosed. 
Similarly, suppose that Cicero actually has a mass of 75kg. Cicero might have had a mass of 78kg. 
So, it seems that both, ‘Possibly, Socrates is hook-nosed’, and, ‘Possibly, Cicero has a mass of 78kg’ 
are true. But what determines the truth or falsity of these? Or, more generally, what is relevant to 
the truth or falsity of intrinsic possibilities – i.e., possibilities involving an object possessing (or 
failing to possess) some intrinsic property?  

A prima facie plausible answer here is that what’s relevant are the natures of the occurring 
entities. In other words, all that matters for the truth of the former are Socrates’ nature and the 
nature of the property – if these are compatible (in the relevant sense), then Socrates could have 
had a hooked nose. Meanwhile, all that is relevant for the former are Cicero’s nature and the mass 
property’s nature – if these are compatible (in the relevant sense), then Cicero might have had a 
mass of 78kg. 
 This idea is captured by the following principle: 
 

                                                           
20 Per Fine: we may ‘take x to depend upon y if y is a constituent of a proposition that is true in virtue of the 

[essence] of x or alternatively, if y is a constituent of an essential property of x’ (1995b: 275). The above would 

make i a constituent of g’s essence, and consequently g dependent upon i. Koslikci (2012: 190) offers a slight 

variation, but which entails the same result. 
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Isolation The only entities relevant to the truth or falsity of a possibility claim 
concerning an object x’s possibly possessing some intrinsic property F are 
x and F21 

 
According to Isolation, whenever we have an intrinsic possibility – a possibility involving an object 
possessing (or failing to possess) some intrinsic property – all that should concern us is the natures 
of the object and the property. Nothing else gets into the picture. 
 The REF, by virtue of commitment to POSS, is incompatible with Isolation. POSS says 
that absolutely everything’s natures are relevant to the truth or falsity of intrinsic possibility claims 
like the ones that began this section. That is, if we want to find out whether Socrates could have 
been hook-nosed, not only do we need to check the natures of Socrates and the property of being 
hook-nosed, but we must also look at everything else too. So Cicero’s essence plays a role in 
making ‘Possibly, Socrates is hook-nosed’ true, as do the essences of {Socrates}, the number 17, 
the numeral ‘17’, the emotion of schadenfreude, and the dark side of the Moon. 
 But this seems wrong – the number 17 has nothing at all to do with Socrates’ nose possibly 
having a different shape! Rather, his doing so looks like a matter about him (or him and the 
property) alone. It seems then, that one should reject POSS for bringing in too much irrelevant 
stuff.  

Of course, this strong response hinges upon accepting Isolation. And, to be frank, Isolation 
is fairly questionable. But note that it is not critical that the reader actually endorse the particular 
modal claim I have made appeal to. All that is necessary is that he should recognize the intelligibility 
of a position that adopts Isolation. For any reasonable account of essence should not be biased 
towards one metaphysical view rather than the other. It should not settle, as a matter of definition, 
any issue which we are inclined to regard as a matter of substance. That is, regardless of whether 
we think it true or false, views that include Isolation are intelligible. They should get a seat at the 
table when we are considering how to understand the metaphysics of modality. But POSS shuts 
them out. Consequently, POSS is too sectarian. 

Finally, one might try to salvage the REF by saying that collective essences generate 
‘localized’ spheres of possibility, like so: 

 

POSS-Local  xxP iffdf ¬■xx¬(P)22 
 
This also violates Isolation. Take the collective essence of Cicero and the property of having mass 

of 78kg. Nothing of their essence rules out Socrates’ being hook-nosed. Consequently, ‘Cicero,78kg 

Mass, Socrates is hook-nosed’ is true. Yet this is just as much against the spirit of Isolation as the 
earlier result. There is, one might say, nothing in the natures of Cicero and the mass property that 
connects them in any special way to Socrates and this shape-property, so they should have nothing 
whatsoever to do with the truth or falsity of this intrinsic possibility. Further, POSS-Local delivers 
many repugnant results: as Cicero’s essence is silent about both sets and the (non)identity of other 

entities, ‘Cicero, Socrates is a member of {Plato}’ and ‘Cicero, The Eiffel Tower = the loves relation’ 
are both true. The third puzzle then, is that the ecumenical aims of REF are incompatible with 
Isolation. 
 

                                                           
21 An alternative principle adds the essences of the things the object and property ontologically depend upon: 

 

Iso-Dep The only entities relevant to determining the truth or falsity of a possibility claim about 

an object x’s possibly possessing some intrinsic property F are x, F, and whatever 

things x and F ontologically depend upon 

 

For simplicity, I here focus on Isolation, though the puzzle equally emerges when we consider Iso-Dep. 
22 Livingstone-Banks (ms) raises several (to my mind convincing) counter-examples to this principle. 
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§5. The Columbo Puzzle 
 
The final puzzle concerns possible existence. Recall again that U is the universal plurality, which 
is meant to include absolutely every possible entity – that is, it is the plurality consisting of 
everything, understood in a possibilist sense. Similarly, ■U is the ‘Essential Chorus’ – the collective 
essence of absolutely everything. Finally, according to POSS, some x possibly exists iff x’s 

existence is not excluded by the Essential Chorus – that is, (x exists) iffdf ¬■U¬(x exists). 
 Let o be some object such that ¬■U¬(o exists) – i.e., nothing in the collective essence of 
absolutely everything excludes o’s existing. Given POSS, it follows that o possibly exists. The 
problem is that this possibility will be true whether or not o is included in U.  
 Suppose that o is included in U. Then, presumably, there won’t be anything in the Essential 
Chorus that blocks o’s possible existence. So, no problem here. But suppose that o is not included 
in U. As long as it is the case that nothing in the collective essence of U excludes o’s existence – 
that is, if the Essential Chorus is silent with respect to o – then o possibly exists. This is perilously 
close to paradox. If o isn’t included in U, then it seems like o should not possibly exist – after all, 
U is meant to include absolutely every possible thing! Yet, provided nothing about the Essential 
Chorus blocks o, o could have existed. Consequently, it can be the case that o does not exist 
‘anywhere’ – that is, it is not included within the possibilist quantification that gives us U – yet, 
possibly, o exists. 

This, then, is the ‘Columbo puzzle’: even though U was meant to be an exhaustive 
collection of all the things there could have been, there could have been just one more thing which 
isn’t in U. 
 The obvious response to the Columbo puzzle is to insist that, if o is not included in U, 
then the Essential Chorus must block o’s existence. That is, something about the collective essence 
of all things ensures that ■U¬(o exists). But why think this? What is it that entails that, if o is not 
included in U, then ■U¬(o exists)? 
 We can perhaps sharpen this point by considering another question: take some possible 
object x. Is x a member of U because x possibly exists, or does x possibly exist because it is a 
member of U? 
 The first option is the most natural: x is in U, the plurality of all possibilia, because x is a 
possible entity. This blocks the emergence of the puzzle at the start. If o’s possible existence entails 
that o is a member of U, then there are no circumstances where o is not in U and ¬■U¬(o exists). 
However, this option is incompatible with the REF’s reductive aspirations. For it requires that we 
first settle the modal question of whether o possibly exists, which then determines if o is in U (and 
hence whether the Essential Chorus does or does not exclude o’s existence). In other words, the 
natural move here involves employing a modal notion to get the essentialist story going. 
 So it must be the second option: x possibly exists because x is a member of U. Yet it isn’t 
clear how this addresses the heart of the puzzle. That x possibly exists because it is a member of 
U does not exclude the possibility of there being other objects, e.g. o, that are not members of U 
but still possibly exist. The only thing that would do so is the claim that, for all possible x, x possibly 
exists because x is a member of U. But why think this? The best reason I can come up with is the 
one expressed in the previous paragraph, which is not REF friendly. 
 The fourth puzzles then is that, without any strong reasons to think that it is impossible 
for o to not be a member of U and ¬■U¬(o exists), the REF is committed to the possible existence 
of something extra. There is always the possibility of just one more thing – even when we’ve 
supposedly rounded up all the things. 
 
§6. Conclusion 
 
Before we conclude, let us revisit our opening question. What, exactly, is the relationship between 
the two key metaphysical notions of modality and essence? While Fine’s initial cases make it seem 
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that the standard modalist story is not quite right, the above puzzles strongly call into question the 
REF’s attempt to define modality in terms of essence. So where do we go from here? 
 One could take the above puzzles as an extended argument for a return to modalism, albeit 
an advanced variety that understands essence in terms of modality plus some non-modal 
component; potential options here include naturalness, intrinsicality, encoding, fundamentality, 
counter-possible dependence, or truth-making.23 Alternatively, one could dig in one’s heels and try 
to address the various puzzles head on. This might prove problematic, given that they are 
presented in the same ecumenical spirit as Fine’s original counter-examples; consequently, simply 
denying the various motivating cases won’t do. Of course, a REF advocate might reject this 
ecumenicalism, in favour of the idea that, sometimes, one has to be a bit sectarian to get anything 
done. The trouble then becomes determining where to draw the line: are the various options 
discussed above ruled out by fiat, simply because they are incompatible with the REF? 

Finally, we might forgo any reductive ambitions. Having learned, from Fine, that modalism 
is ‘fundamentally misguided’ (1994: 3), and, from the above, that so too is the REF, we might 
accept, following Hale (2013) and Jubien (2009), that there is no way to reductively define essence 
and modality in terms of each other, though the two are intimately linked.24 Obviously, this non-
reductive account is less ideologically parsimonious than the reductive options, but perhaps the 
lesson is that this is the only way forward. 

Resolving this debate is beyond the scope of this paper. That said, I hope that the various 
puzzles given here should at least make us wary of the possibility of reductively analysing modality 
in terms of essence.25 
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